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Task: Allegations *A-32; A-50; A-83; A-84; A-85; A-86; A-121; A-128b; A-281;
AW6

Reference No.: 4-83-A-81/6; 4-83-A-88/2d; 4-84-A-88/2A1; 4-83-A-88/2A2;
4-83-A-88/2A3; 4-83-A-88/2A4; 4-84-A-06/16; 4-84-A-06/23b; 4-84-A-06/163;
4-84-A-51/7

Characterization: The allegation is that as-built drawings may not reflect the
actual plant configuration and that Ebasco QA document reviewers were told to
change red-line drawings for Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B).

-

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inaccurate as-built drawings may not have received adequate engineering review
and approval and the required inspections may not have been accomplished.

The NRC staff addressed this allegation by reviewing the as-built program for
Mercury and T-B. In addition to these reviews,19 Mercury-installed systems
were walked down and verified against the as-built drawings. Six T-8- installed
small-bore piping lines (2" or less) were also walked down. All of the drawings
reviewed accurately reflected the actual plant configuration. These drawings
were reviewed and found to have the required engineering review and approval.
(Also see Task A-35; A-187; A-208; and A-230.)

Allegations A-83, A-84, A-85, and A-86 address problems identified with the
recording of heat numbers on as-built drawings. This requirement was not
complied with as reported on Ebasco NCR W3-6786. The disposition and closure
of this NCR is unacceptable to the NRC as stated in Allegation A-033 .

The NRC staff could find no evidence of document reviewers changing red line
drawings or " doctoring" the quality records.

Based on the reviews conducted the NRC staff concludes that this allegation has
neither safety significance nor generic implications.

Potential Violations: None.' 9
"A

Actions Required: None.

References

1. SP-667 - Procedure for Red-Lining Drawings (Mercury)
2. ASP-IV-37 - Control of "As-Built" Information for Piping, Pipe Support

SystemsandPipeWhipRestraints(T-B).
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Allegations *A-32; A-50; A-83; -2-
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3. T-B Drawings:
CC-IC-1211
CC-IC-747

'

ESSE-RC-56
RC-IC-901
SI-IC-1122
SI-IC-19 .

4. Mercury Drawings: (see allegation A-187 for additional Mercury Drawings)
172-T-011-C
172-T-019-CE 1.-

172-T-026-CE '

172-T-027-CE
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Task: Allegations *A-32; A-50; A-83; A-84; A-85; A-86; A-121; A-128b; A-281;
X~3T6

Reference No.: 4-83-A-81/6; 4-83-A-88/2d; 4-84-A-88/2A1; 4-83-A-88/2A2;
4-83-A-88/2A3; 4-83-A-88/2A4; 4-84-A-06/16; 4-84-A-06/23b; 4-84-A-06/163;
4-84-A-51/7

Characterization: The allegation is that as-built drawings may not reflect
the actual plant configuration and that Ebasco QA document reviewers were told
to change red-line drawings for Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B).

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of this allegation is that
inaccurate as-built drawings may not have received adequate engineering review
and approval and the required inspections may not have been accomplished.

The NRC staff addressed this allegation by reviewing the as-built program for
Mercury and T-B. In addition to these reviews,19 Mercury-installed systems
were walked down and verified against the as-built drawings. Six T-B-
installed small-bore piping lines (2" or less) were also walked down. All of
the drawings reviewed accurately reflected the actual plant configuration.

' These drawings were reviewed and found to have the required engineering review
and approval. (Also see Task A-35; A-187; A-208; and A-230.)

Allegations A-83 A-84, A-85, and A-86 address problems identified with the
recording of heat numbers on as-built drawings. This requirement was not
complied with as reported on Ebasco NCR W3-6786. The disposition and closure
of this NCR is unacceptable to the NRC as stated in Allegation A-33.

The NRC staff could find no evidence of document reviewers changing red line
drawings or " doctoring" the quality records.[.Ihi allc;ation has been given h

'

to-the-#Re-Office of Invert 1gattmr-(OI) and it is being foHcwed up a: a C

teparate issueA] g,,,,.'

Based on the reviews conducted the NRC staff concludes that this allegation
has neither safety significance nor generic implications.
?

hPotential Violations: None.

Actions Required: None.

References

1. SP-667 - Procedure for Red-Lining Drawings (Mercury)

2. ASP-IV-37 - Control of "As-Built" Information for Piping, Pipe Support
Systems and Pipe Whip Restraints (T-B).
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3. T-B Drawings:

CC-IC-1211.
CC-IC-747

. ESSE-RC-56
RC-IC-901
SI-IC-1122
SI-IC-19 -

4. Mercury Drawings: (see allegation A-187 for additional Mercury Drawings)

172-T-011-C
172-T-019-CE
-172-T-026-CE
172-T-027-CE
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Reference No.: 4-83-A-81/6; 4-83-A-88/2d; 4-84-A-88/2A1; 4-83-A-88/2A2;
.4-83-A-88/2A3; 4-83-A-88/2A4; 4-84-A-06/16; 4-84-A-06/23b; 4-84-A-06/163;
'4-84-A-51/7

Characterization: ,The allegation is that as-built drawings may not reflect
the actual plant configuration and that Ebas.co QA document reviewers were told
to change red-line drawings for Tompkins-Beckwith (T-B)."" '

Assessment of Allegation: The implied significance of.this allegation is that,

inaccurate as-built drawings may not have received adequate engineering review
and approval and the required inspections may not have been accomplished.

The' NRC staff addressed this allegation by reviewing the as-built program for
Mercury.and T-B. In addition to these reviews,19 Mercury-installed systems
were walked down and -verified against the as-built drawings. Six T-B- of

All the dinstalled small-bore jiping lines (2" or.l ~ actual plant configuration.Thesedrawings-reviewed accurately reflected theess) were also walked down.y

drawings were reviewed and found to have the required enaineering review and
approval. (AlsoseeTaskA-35;A-187;A-208;andA-230.)

--Allegations A-83, A-84, A-85, and A-86 address problems identified with the
recording of heat numbers on as-built drawings. This requirement was not
complied with as reported on Ebasco NCR W3-6786. The disposition and closure
of this NCR is unacceptable to the NRC as stated in Allegation A-33.

'The NRC staff could find no evidence of documey t reviewers changing red line

drawings or " doctoring" the quality (01) and it is being followed up as a
records. LThis allegation has been given

to the NRC Office of. Investigation
separate issue.] 2

Based on the reviews conducted the NRC staff concludes that this allegation
has neither safety _ significance nor generic implications.

Potential Violations: None.k-
Actions Required: None. ~-
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1. SP-667 - Procedure for Red-Lining Drawings (Mercury)

2. ASP-IV-37 - Control of "As-Built" Information for Piping, Pipe Support
Systems and Pipe Whip Restraints (T-B).
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3. T-B Drawings:

CC-IC-1211,

CC-IC-747.-
ESSE-RC-56
RC-IC-901
SI-IC-1122
SI-IC-19
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~* * ~ 4. Mercury Drawings: (see ' allegation A-187 for additional Mercury Drawings)

172-T-011-C.

172-T-019-CE
172-T-026-CE
172-T-027-CE
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